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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
The "Pox" on you! Monkeypox: monkeyshines or is this yet 4 
another, and indeed the darkest chapter in Satan's bid for America, 5 
and the world? Let's take a deep dive. 6 
Trump brings down three Dynasties: R.I.T.? One more to go! 7 
Update on Election 2022 and a look at the CA situation! 8 
Whoah buddy! It's time for your Brain Massage®. 9 
[TRUTH] 10 
Gutfeld is recovering from the loss of his favorite example of MSM 11 
Deep State sycophancy in the canning of lackey-star Stelter — 12 
canned because he does not—rate — at CNN! That's rather 13 
oxymoronic — I mean setting side-by-side CNN firing a talking 14 
head for low ratings! The entire network should fire itself! Whose 15 
next, before CNN realizes THE PEOPLE are not buying their 16 
poop-scoops! Okay, now that was just weird! But you get it! Which 17 
talking head will roll next — Rachel Maddow? No, she is MSNBC 18 
— and her head just rolled by my screen — yikes! Another one 19 
bites the dust! Looks like her rolling head bumped into her 20 
replacement's teleprompter and interrupted her debut. Oh well! 21 
Gregg who playfully chided Liz as putting the Liz in Lizard… 22 
Upon the craterous fall of the Cheney dynasty, [Liz lost to a 23 
complete unknown by well over 30 points—Hallelujah] Gregg said 24 
succinctly: Trump has taken down three dynasties — the 25 
Clintonistas, the Bushies, and the Cheney's — may they R.I.T. — 26 
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retire in torment. No peace, saith my GOD, for the wicked! — This 27 
is heaven's policy. Repeated twice by the prophet Isaiah: "There is 28 
NO PEACE, saith my GOD, to the wicked." Isaiah 48:22; 57:21. 29 
The well known finger wagging liar scolding America for accusing 30 
him of having "sex with that woman," pause — Monica Lewinsky 31 
— whose real crimes, beyond his many jaunts on Lolita Express to 32 
Epstein's Island — by the way, did he pose for that painting of him 33 
in full drag regalia — where he enjoyed the pleasure of sin for his 34 
season at the expense of underage — whatever — and most notably 35 
SELLING OUT AMERICA TO THE CHINESE BY GRANTING 36 
TOP SECRET CLEARANCE TO CCP SPIES WHO ROBBED 37 
SOME OF OUR MOST SENSITIVE TOP SECRET WEAPONS 38 
DOCUMENTS. Read YEAR OF THE RAT! 39 
And the Bushies with their hunting buddy Bad-Shot-Cheney who 40 
it seems never saw a WAR they didn't like, and where they could 41 
not see one, made one. Whose policies on the border made me 42 
suspicious they might have a hand in the cookie-jar of the drug and 43 
sex trade Cartel operations — God help them, I hope not! 44 
One more major dynasty to go — the O-Bidens! That's a twofer — 45 
Obama and Biden in one take down! Coming soon! 46 
So let's take a look at how election 2022 is unfolding. 47 
The election fraud machine is backfiring, halting, limping, 48 
chugging along — but it's still in full operation, and "they" are 49 
beginning to seriously panic! Remember, a cornered snake has no 50 
recourse but to STRIKE! The raid on Mar-a-Lago is an example of 51 
what I mean. (Trump is saying we should dampen down the 52 
rhetoric: the "temperature has to be brought down" — the 53 
allegations of a flood of threats against the FBI and the agents 54 
involved — what do you want to bet most of these are bots! The 55 
American people have EVERY RIGHT TO BE ANGRY — and 56 
there is a long, time-honored tradition for hyperbolic rhetoric to 57 
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vent frustration with INJUSTICE — but the ONLY time it's a 58 
problem for the wicked left is when it's Conservatives venting — 59 
when "they" call for the KILLING of a Republican president, when 60 
"they" put on plays in public depicting the murder of a Republican 61 
President, when THEY ratchet up the rhetoric by referring to ALL 62 
TRUMP SUPPORTERS AS TERRORISTS — that's not a problem; 63 
when "they" hold a mock bloody severed head of Trump, no 64 
problem, just Americans venting; when Hollywood tramps and 65 
trolls suggest it might be time to do a Wilkes Booth on the 66 
President of the US, no problem, just venting — we are getting sick 67 
and tired of these children of the LIAR, these devils whose purpose 68 
is served by stealing, killing, and destroying — tired of this double 69 
standard, this business of wagging their Clinton finger in our faces 70 
while doing the same things they accuse others of doing, but TEN 71 
TIMES WORSE — we've had enough!  72 
And we are coming after you! One dynasty at a time — Clinton, 73 
Down in 2016; Cheney, Down in 2022; Biden DOWN as soon as 74 
the THEFT of 2020 election is OVERTURNED! And we will do it 75 
by full use of our FREEDOMS! We don't go into the streets and 76 
burn our neighbor's businesses to the ground, set fire to court and 77 
police facilities, or KILLING perfectly innocent people — that's 78 
who you are! But we are coming for your power! WE, THE 79 
PEOPLE, are going to rise up and REMOVE YOU FROM 80 
POWER. 81 
And we have learned an important lesson. Now we see clearly why 82 
Israel and Judah lost the kingdom: "Ye have set up kings, but not 83 
by me…" They allowed wicked, lying, scoundrels to take positions 84 
of power in their government and, just as God said, "O my people, 85 
they which lead thee CAUSE THEE TO ERR, and DESTROY THE 86 
WAY OF THY PATHS" (Isaiah 3:12). Have we not witnessed this?  87 
But there is a danger that we must avoid, for the Bible warns us, 88 
"The rod of the wicked shall not rest upon the lot of the righteous, 89 
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lest the righteous put forth their hands unto iniquity" (Psalms 90 
125:3). Beware, brethren — do not lift up your hands to 91 
INIQUITY. Right now, more than EVER before in our history 92 
since the DEFENSE of our DECLARATION in the founding of our 93 
nation have we been in greater peril of loosing our liberties and like 94 
Benjamin Franklin observed if a sparrow cannot fall without His 95 
NOTICE certainly a NATION cannot rise without His aide — any 96 
who surmise God is not ACTIVE in the rise and fall of nations is 97 
blind and cannot see what's in front of their face much less what is 98 
afar off! — They cannot see what's coming! 99 
But we do see! We see clearly what the WICKED are doing to 100 
destroy the way of liberty, the way of FREEDOM — we see the pen 101 
they are constructing to enclose THE PEOPLE to become their 102 
slaves. We see it, and we are sounding the alarm, and Paul Revere's 103 
lantern lighters are turning on the LIGHTS and EXPOSING the 104 
wicked. The RIGHTEOUS are throwing upon the wounded carcass 105 
of this nation the preserving SALT. 106 
We hear our Founders calling to us from their graves — Alexander 107 
Hamilton warning us that we must put GODLY, CHRISTIAN men 108 
in positions of power or we will lose the liberties they fought so 109 
valiantly to secure for us. John Jay who repeatedly warned a 110 
Christian people must be careful to never put ungodly, wicked, 111 
unbelieving men in power—WHY? They do not know the only 112 
TRUE KING OF THIS EARTH, they do not with Cromwell cry 113 
NO KING BUT CHRIST; they are not infused nor moved by the 114 
SPIRIT OF LIBERTY, they are tyrants, in service to the ENEMY 115 
OF LIBERTY and JUSTICE. Being LIARS, they deceive with 116 
pretentious claims of a care for Democracy (the RULE of THE 117 
PEOPLE) — but when Democracy rises up and opposes them, then 118 
they act contrary to DEMOCRACY, they trample democracy 119 
under their filthy feet, and they spit on it, and despise it, and hate 120 
it. The people can only be FREE only so long as they are willing 121 
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SLAVES to the PARTY. You have free speech, so long as you stay 122 
within the limits of what they APPROVE as POLICITACLLY 123 
CORRECT SPEECH. If you turn against their absurd notion of 124 
freedom—breaking the bands and CORDS of CHRIST — the 125 
bands of GENDER, and the CORDS GOD's RIGHTEOUSNESS, 126 
for two examples — then they take by force the DIVINELY 127 
appointed sword of justice ORDAINED to execute wrath against 128 
the workers of iniquity, wrest it from the righteous and turn it 129 
against the only RIGHTFUL HOLDERS of the sword, they usurp 130 
the sword, and use it in service to the wicked, and their Wicked 131 
One. 132 
For all the talk about CIVIL WAR — as I brought out in my last 133 
brain massage® — that's exactly what we are engaged in — a CIVIL 134 
WAR. I think the war fought to end slavery and preserve the 135 
UNION was misnamed — our war is CIVIL — the word refers to 136 
ordinary citizens and their concerns as "distinct from military or 137 
ecclesiastical matters," but that's the new definition — the one that 138 
desires to distinguish civil as purely secular. Back in the day of our 139 
Declaration through well into the 1900s this word mean what 140 
pertains to a city or a state, to a citizen in his relation to his fellow 141 
citizens. It spoke of those subject to government, law and order — 142 
that was what was considered CIVILIZED. 143 
The LEFT is not CIVILIZED — they are barbarians! They flaunt 144 
their rebellion against LAW and ORDER — WON'T YOU OPEN 145 
YOUR EYES AND SEE — Durkin's Summer of Love— 146 
neighborhood in flames, firebombing police cars, shooting 147 
bystanders, looting, smashing glass — like a pack of Nazi dogs in 148 
full rebellion against LAW and ORDER while the DEMOCRATS 149 
looked on APPROVINGLY. They APPROVED this! They Lauded 150 
it. They SUPPORTED IT. How dare they open their filthy 151 
traitorous mouths against some PATRIOTS fed up with this and 152 
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speaking out and issuing a warning the ALL SIDES MUST HEAR, 153 
AND HEAR IT LOUD and CLEAR — and NOW! 154 
I've been warning about this coming for over ten years. THE 155 
ONLY THING THAT MAINTAINS CIVIL ORDER IS THE 156 
GOVERNMENT RECOGNIZING AND PROTECTING THE 157 
RIGHT OF CONSENT. The Ballot Box, not the BULLET BOX. 158 
Remember, it's been understood for over two centuries that the 159 
KEY to the phenomenon of American CIVIL ORDER is that we 160 
settle our disputes CIVILLY — by the BALLOT and NOT THE 161 
BULLET. They have pushed this nation to the brink of open armed 162 
conflict by STEALING FROM US THE RIGHT OF CONSENT. 163 
We have SELECTION days not ELECTION days. 164 
But by patient CIVIL action, we are gaining ground and turning 165 
this around, and RECLAIMING OUR RIGHT OF CONSENT. 166 
EXPOSED: New York's voter matrix — we DISCOVERED, 167 
meaning we have BROUGHT OUT INTO THE LIGHT the fact 168 
that New York DEMONCRATS contrived a way to get around 169 
purging the voter rolls. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? The reason 170 
DEMONCRATS resist purging the voter rolls is because that's their 171 
bank of voters they can manufacture. Every voter ON THE ROLLS 172 
that is no longer an active voter provides a name and address that 173 
the DEMONCRATS and DS-War mongering Republican can use 174 
to FABRICATE A FAKE BALLOT, a fraudulent vote. They NEED 175 
inflated voter rolls to provide support for their voter fraud 176 
operation. So after being ordered by a COURT to PURGE their 177 
rolls, New York contrived to set up an alternate structure within 178 
the database of voter rolls to RE-INFLATE THE ROLLS. But we 179 
CAUGHT THEM. So what will be done about it? Well, I guess we 180 
all know the DEMONCRAT Tyrants that hold power in NY will do 181 
nothing. SO, I guess it's UP TO THE PEOPLE! Rise up in MASS 182 
and PEACEFULLY, which does not mean kindly, or softly, or 183 
gently — it means without arms, armed only with RIGHTEOUS 184 
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INDIGNATION and ASSERT your GOD GIVEN right of VOICE 185 
and VOTE — lay upon their CONSCIENCE the REPROOF of 186 
GOD — the PEOPLE Crying out in masse for JUSTICE and 187 
JUDGMENT to be LAWFULLY executed upon the WICKED. 188 
Here you go! BREAKING: New Mexico's Otero County has voted, 189 
100%, to SUE New Mexico's Secretary of State for the CRIMINAL 190 
ACT of CERTIFYING THE 2020 ELECTION KNOWING THE 191 
ELECTION WAS COMPROMISED BY EGREGIOUS ELECTION 192 
FRAUD, and even PARTICIPATING IN THAT FRAUD. 193 
DeSantis has launched a special police task force to watch and 194 
address election fraud in Florida. Well, good for him! QUESTION: 195 
why won't DeSantis take a stand against these cursed Dominion 196 
Machines. I want an investigation into any ties he has with 197 
Dominion. I will not feel comfortable that DeSantis is not just 198 
another controlled opposition operative until I understand WHY 199 
HE REFUSES TO TAKE ON the DOMINION stealing 200 
MACHINES. I hope to GOD that man does not turn out to be 201 
another lousy pretender — being used as controlled opposition by 202 
the very ENEMY that is at war with our Constitution and against 203 
WE the PEOPLE. 204 
I have to go to break, I want to at least introduce you to the 205 
malevolent monkeyshines of the monkeypox fraud on the other 206 
side of the break, so I'll finish my discussion of election fraud issues 207 
during tonight's live stream visit. That's Friday night, but those 208 
who receive the show Saturday and Sunday can also catch my live 209 
stream on our facebook page.  210 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 211 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 212 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 213 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 214 
liberty. 215 
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Irony is the people who are afraid of talk about CIVIL WAR are 216 
the ones doing everything they can to provoke it. Virtually every 217 
conservative I know is warning AGAINST IT, fearful the rod of the 218 
wicked resting too long on the lot of the righteous will provoke 219 
them to put their hands unto iniquity — Don't do it! We are 220 
winning. Having trouble breaking from this topic today — 221 
hmmm? I think I have the SPIRIT of THE LORD! The liars who 222 
brought you Russian collusion, and have yet to confess their 223 
wicked lie and repent, and so living under DIVINE 224 
CONDEMNATION for their EVIL — who if they go to their 225 
graves in their sin will burn in hell — the smoke of their torment 226 
rising eternally as a memorial to the CONSEQUENCE awaiting 227 
ALL LIARS — Rev. 21:7, read it! Repent, admit you lied about 228 
Trump, incessantly, admit you SPIED on him, and abused him 229 
wickedly because you feared him politically—admit you despise 230 
any American who loves this country, honors its flag, submits to 231 
the government of our Constitution — YOU ARE THE REBELS, 232 
YOU ARE THE INSURRECTIONISTS — admit it, repent now, or 233 
PREPARE TO MEET THY GOD and carry your just 234 
CONDEMNATION to the grave and into eternity. 235 
Did I hear someone just say "Your just getting too preachy for me." 236 
Okay, one more word before you go! You are the PROBLEM! You 237 
self-professed Christian that holds back the SWORD of the SPIRIT 238 
and will not TAKE AN OPEN STAND for CHRIST against the 239 
liars, and the wicked who are taking this nation to hell! If you ever 240 
wondered what Psalm 9:17 means when it says the nation that 241 
forgets God will be turned into hell, you are watching it happen 242 
before your eyes. WE are being ruled by hell! 243 
Friend, the way to avoid armed conflict, or the need to bring in the 244 
Military to reestablish our Constitutional Republic is to CORRECT 245 
THE STOLEN ELECTION OF 2020, and RESTORE ELECTION 246 
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INTEGRITY. We cannot move forward without a full investigation 247 
into the ELECTION THEFT of 2020.  248 
The ELECTORS committed to BIDEN in states where there has 249 
been proven ELECTION FRAUD, and you understand the 250 
difference between voter fraud and ELECTION FRAUD? Voter 251 
fraud is when an individual voter tries to cheat. ELECTION 252 
FRAUD is when there is a conspiracy between two or more to 253 
perpetrate an organized systematic effort to steal, bribe, or bully 254 
votes, manufacture ballots, or manipulate results via the voting 255 
machines or all the above by DOMESTIC or FOREIGN actors, or 256 
BOTH working together, usually involving some election officials, 257 
and often also involving those supposedly elected to office—258 
THAT'S WHAT WE KNOW HAPPENED, WE HAVE THE 259 
RECEIPTS, AND WE MUST BE HEARD ON THIS! 260 
Every Republican telling us to move on is a TRAITOR! They must 261 
be targeted for RETIREMENT. R.I.T. — Retired to the torment of 262 
their defiled conscience, if they have not utterly seared it — and in 263 
that case, they are consigned to the JUDGMENT of the 264 
ALMIGHTY. They will DIE in their SINS, and face the JUDGE 265 
they cannot bribe, or bully, or blackmail! 266 
Okay, I'll deal with the monkey pox thing more tonight, but let me 267 
give you at least the gist of this issue. 268 
Dr. Haider warns that the monkey-pox virus is more dangerous as 269 
a political weapon than as a viral disease. Just like COVID. He calls 270 
on all of us to get ahead of this one and STOP IT BEFORE THE 271 
POLITICIANS CAN USE IT TO FURTHER ERODE OUR 272 
LIBERTIES. 273 
He has some other things to say that we NEED TO HEAR ABOUT 274 
THIS, so, stay tuned. 275 
The article is titled Doctor Warns of Suspicious Pattern Behind 276 
Monkeypox Outbreak, "This could be used to take away our 277 
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freedoms" —  bylined: Patricia Tolson for the Epoch Times. Here is 278 
the article.1 279 
Dr. Haider is an MD with Northwestern Medicine, board certified 280 
in Internal Medicine (requires about 11 years of training after High 281 
School). It involves an understanding how to handle a broad range 282 
of medical conditions across a variety of organ systems—283 
sometimes called an Internist, or General Internist. They are 284 
expected to be EXPERTS in diagnostics, and the treatment of 285 
chronic diseases. He has been working in his field for more than 15 286 
years.  287 
He issues his warning against monkey-pox by clarifying what it is, 288 
and exposing the PRIMARY THEREAPEUTIC that stops the 289 
spread — and he says, in this context, MASKS TO BLOCK THE 290 
SPREAD OF MONKEY-POX IS RIDICULOUS. I'm glad to see 291 
more doctors coming out with the truth about the obscene 292 
spectacle of people walking around wearing face diapers, catching 293 
and cultivating plenty of bacteria but doing NOTHING TO 294 
BLOCK A VIRION (an infectious virus particle) that is THREE 295 
TIMES SMALLER THAN THE PORES OF YOUR STANDARD 296 
SURGICAL MASK. But, more on that later. 297 
A brief touch on the background of monkey-pox: It was first 298 
discovered in 1958, when an unusual pox broke out in a few 299 
colonies of monkeys being kept for experiments, hence the name, 300 
monkey pox. The first human case appeared in 1970, and it did not 301 
go anywhere. It vanished very quickly. Those showing symptoms 302 
are isolated until symptoms go away, and THAT'S IT!  303 
Prior to the 2022 outbreak — a group got together in March of 304 
2021, to do a war game scenario to plot out response to an 305 

                                     
1 https://www.theepochtimes.com/doctor-warns-of-suspicious-pattern-behind-monkeypox-
outbreak_4667736.html?utm_source=Morningbrief&utm_campaign=mb-2022-08-
18&utm_medium=email&est=hTXVO1vvt9WUQUyN6b7M8y6yrhBlZVixGsJh01jt7SOhNgYvjqclBsBFfybwVA%3D%3D 
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anticipated bio-attack. Very much like Event 201 anticipating a 306 
pandemic we now call COVID. 307 
I've read through the Event 201 documentation—I can verify that 308 
what Haider says here as reported by Epoch Times is right on. 309 
Event 201 anticipated a pandemic about a year or two before 310 
COVID hit. They did a tabletop exercise, covering every possible 311 
contingency related to the anticipated global pandemic — all 312 
focused on "controlling the spread" which involved protocols like 313 
lockdowns, masks, and HOW TO DEAL WITH 314 
MISINFORMATION ONLINE. Everything EXCEPT one thing — 315 
THERAPEUTICS. They gave little or NO THOUGHT at all to 316 
anticipating what therapy protocols might be tried. And, by the 317 
way, I noticed that great pains were taken on the problem of 318 
CONTROLLING INFORMATION — stifling what they dubbed 319 
"misinformation," controlling social media. They planned it all out, 320 
and followed this plan very carefully. You have seen the results. 321 
So, in March of 2021, a team of "experts" got together and did a 322 
table top exercise to address an anticipated BIO-ATTACK. And 323 
the "hypothetical" exercise named the bio-attack, guess what, 324 
MONKEY POX. They created a timeline for the attack. I went to 325 
the site and can no longer find the document outlining the study. I 326 
suspect they pulled it down because of what I'm about to reveal. 327 
Here is a copy of that study in my file.2 Under Figure 1. Scenario 328 
Design Summary, you discover three "moves." Under Move 1, you 329 
see that they hypothetically established a date for the beginning of 330 
the attack: the bio attack would be launched by terrorists on May 331 
15, 2022. By June 5 there would be 1,421 cases, and 4 deaths. No 332 
international warnings at this time. Then, under Move 2, Jan. 10, 333 
2023, it will have spread to 83 countries with 70 m. cases and 1.3 334 
mil. deaths. It will be revealed that the monkey pox virus had been 335 
ENGINEERED to be vaccine-resistant. Then on May 10, 2023, 336 
                                     
2 895.17.2-Strengthening Global Systems to address BIOLOGICAL THREATS. NTI_Paper_BIO-TTX_Final.pdf 
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there will be 480 m. cases and 27m deaths. At this point, the 337 
terrorist group responsible for the attack is revealed. It originated 338 
in by infiltration into a civilian bio lab. 339 
After this, there will be a global roundtable called, Dec. 1, 2023, 340 
leading into the heat of the 2024 election — 3.2 BN cases, 271m 341 
deaths and they will assess the differences of how countries 342 
handled the crisis.  343 
Isn't that interesting? Without the backdrop of EVENT 201 and the 344 
EERIE parallels between their hypothetical case and what 345 
happened to us with the COVID scam — (REMEMBER, THEIR 346 
DREADFUL ESTIMATES OF DEATHS FROM THE DISEASE 347 
PETTERED OUT despite their incredible efforts to gin up the 348 
numbers — you remember sending the elderly to certain death in 349 
nursing homes ill equipped to handle them, incentivizing hospitals 350 
to diagnose aggressively for COVID, use of a test that was 351 
purposely designed to gin up the numbers of cases — which turned 352 
out to work against them — but all to use fearmongering to drive 353 
people toward their vaccines, which Birx admits now, they KNEW 354 
WOULD NOT CURB THE SPREAD or prevent infection — but 355 
that's not what they told us, now is it?) 356 
The table top exercise hypothesized the bio attack would happen 357 
May 15. The outbreak began May 16, 2022. Prediction, or luck 358 
guess? You decide. After the COVID scam, it's easy to see what's 359 
going on. This was not some lucky guess, this was pre-planned.  360 
So, I'm going to go into this much more deeply tonight during my 361 
COMFORT and COUNSEL for the PRESENT DISTRESS live 362 
stream with the Brain Masseur@. Find our facebook page, search 363 
LIGHTOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH Santa Maria, CA, like the page 364 
and set up notifications. You really need this information. See you 365 
LIVE. 366 
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I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 367 
know if you see them.  368 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 369 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 370 
email. 371 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 1-372 
805.314.2114. 373 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 374 


